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Abstract The extant choice literature has proposed different
non-compensatory rules as a more realistic description of con-
sumers’ choice than a standard compensatory model. Some re-
search has further suggested a two-stage sequential decision pro-
cess of non-compensatory consideration and then compensatory
choice, where the determinants of each stage may differ. Some

aspects of non-compensatory choice modeling are under-studied.
In this article, we hope to advance the understanding of non-
compensatory choice models with the following aims: (a) provid-
ing an overview of existing representations for non-compensatory
choice decisions, (b) discussing how such choice decisions can
manifest from the economic search theoretical perspective, (c)
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exploring the empirical identification of non-compensatory deci-
sions using different data, and (d) presenting applications of non-
compensatory choice models in novel domains.

Keywords Non-compensatory . Lexicographic . Elimination
byaspects .Search . Identification .Error theory .Directutility

1 Introduction

Choice models are an essential staple in the marketing re-
search toolbox. The canonical choice model in marketing in-
vokes a linear indirect utility function of the form X’β + βp·
price + e where X encodes product attribute levels, β is a
measure of preferences for these attribute levels, the product
term of βp and price quantifies the disutility of price, and e
summarizes influences that the analyst does not observe. This
form of indirect utility function results from maximizing util-
ity given a budgetary allotment [18]. Different distributional
assumptions for e lead to different specifications of choice
models. For finite attribute and preference values and a nega-
tive price coefficient βp, this model implies limited price dif-
ferentials that exactly equate the indirect utility of two differ-
ent alternatives, even conditional on error term realizations. A
similar argument can be made for finding different attribute
configurations that deliver the same indirect utility, depending
on the scaling of variables in X. It is in this sense that the
canonical choice model is fully Bcompensatory.^

Given that this model is argued to embody rational choice
behavior, non-compensatory models are often motivated by
alluding to bounded rationality—the use of decision heuris-
tics—by decision-makers. In this paper, we attempt to orga-
nize different motivations for departures from the canonical
model just described that result in models that are widely
regarded as non-compensatory. Non-compensatory models
limit trade-offs among attributes, or between attributes and
price that preserve a given preference ordering over alterna-
tives. Also, we identify different degrees of departure from the
fully compensatory model, with important implications for
optimal actions derived from a particular model.

Psychology and consumer behavior research have consistently
suggested that instead of a compensatory choice decision, con-
sumers may also employ decision heuristics (e.g., a lexicographic
rule) to minimize cognitive effort [14, 23, 29, 47]. In the behav-
ioral economics literature, Simon [75] proposes that consumers
are more likely to be satisficers than maximizers, and make their
decisions based on bounded rationality (i.e., they stop searching
once they find an alternative with satisfactory attribute values).
However, even models of fully rational and informed consumers
may give rise to non-compensatory decision-making once con-
straints faced by consumers become binding. Finally, rational,
utility-maximizing behavior under limited information can moti-
vate non-compensatory choice in a way that reconciles the

traditional idea of utility maximizing behavior with decision strat-
egies that are unlikely to identify the best alternative the decision-
maker would pick in a hypothetical world of full information.

In this review paper, we propose a typology of and compare
different non-compensatory choice models to establish link-
ages and understand distinctions among a collection of those
suggested in the field of marketing and closely related areas. In
this context, we explore the connections and differences be-
tween non-compensatory choice models that involve a two-
stage process of consider-then-choose and search models in
economics. We then discuss identification strategies for differ-
ent forms of non-compensatory choice models given various
types of data. We finally conclude with our perspectives on
future research in the area of non-compensatory choice models.

2 Overview of Non-compensatory Choice
Representations

2.1 Heuristic-Based Non-compensatory Models

Heuristic-based non-compensatory choice models [14] can be
described as mathematical formulations constructed to describe
a variety of rule-based strategies used by consumers as shortcuts
to bypass an effortful compensatory decision. The lexicographic
[29], disjunctive/conjunctive [23], and elimination-by-aspects
models [9, 81] are well-known examples of this type of model.
This class of model does not rely on utility theory as the basis of
its conceptualization, although over time some researchers have
attempted to bridge this gap (e.g., [44, 50, 51]). Many of these
models originated from or are inspired by the mathematical
psychology literature [23]. All models/rules in this class are
operationalized at the attribute or aspect level.

It is useful to distinguish between fully stochastic and at least
partially deterministic models derived from heuristics. While a
stochastic structure makes it unlikely that some choices will oc-
cur, the deterministic structure makes it strictly impossible for
them to happen. Early heuristic-based models are deterministic
with the exception of the elimination-by-aspects model [81].

Deterministic In the lexicographic rule [29, 33], consumers
focus on the attribute (e.g., mile per gallon) that is most im-
portant to them and simply choose the alternative (e.g., car)
that is best for that particular attribute. If there is a tie, they
compare the tied alternatives on the second most important
attribute and so on until the tie is broken.1 In the choice liter-
ature, researchers also use the term feature or attribute level to
describe different values of a particular attribute (e.g., 25 vs.

1 Some researchers use the term lexicographic to describe a one-shot choice
heuristic where the alternative with the highest value of the most important
attribute is chosen without considering a tie [14, 47], as compared to EBA,
which is described as a sequential choice process that involves lexicographic
rules.
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31 miles per gallon). In the conjunctive and disjunctive rules
[23, 25 ] consumers have threshold levels for all relevant at-
tributes. While consumers only accept an alternative with all
attributes passing their threshold levels in the conjunctive rule,
they accept an alternative with at least one attribute passing its
threshold level according to the disjunctive rule. Unlike the
conjunctive rule where all attributes are considered simulta-
neously, a lexicographic rule relies on an ordered sequence of
attributes based on their relative importance to eliminate alter-
natives until a choice is made. A deterministic version of the
elimination-by-aspects (EBA)model [47, 58, 62] is equivalent
to the lexicographic rule except that it is operationalized based
on an aspect (i.e., an attribute level) instead of an attribute.
When an attribute is binary, it can also be thought of as an
aspect. An attribute with multiple levels can be considered a
collection of aspects.2 Yee et al. [87] also propose extended
models of acceptance by aspect (ABA) and a mixture of EBA
and ABA referred to as lexicographic by aspects (LBA).3

Stochastic Jedidi and Kohli [44] propose a subset-
conjunctive rule with a probabilistic component to ex-
tend the conjunctive and disjunctive rules and subsume
them as special cases. In a subset-conjunctive model, an
alternative with n attributes is classified as being accept-
able if it is satisfactory on at least k attributes, where 1
(disjunctive) ≤ k (subset-conjunctive) ≤ n (conjunctive).
The original EBA model [81] is a stochastic rule be-
cause aspect selection follows a stochastic process in-
stead of being deterministic (i.e., determined by the rel-
ative importance of aspects). Implementations of the
original EBA model have been sparse in the marketing
literature [35] due to its computational complexity [32,
68]. Most papers rely on carefully selected assumptions
to circumvent problems, including the use of preference
tree or hierarchical elimination structures [54, 79, 82] an
MDS approach [52] and reliance on market share data
instead of consumer choice [8] Kohli and Jedidi [50]
specify an EBA model as a probabilistic version of a
lexicographic rule, where each aspect has a random util-
ity with an extreme value distribution. They argue that
the probabilistic non-compensatory model obtains its de-
terministic counterpart as a limiting case, and includes
preference trees and hierarchical elimination models [79]
as its special cases.

Recent work by Kohli and Jedidi [51] further clarifies the
relationship between EBA and the class of nested and cross-
nested logit models. They propose an error theory for an ex-
tended EBA model in which (i) each alternative has a unique
aspect4 and (ii) the utility of a unique aspect is a function of
attribute levels. In the simplest case, a unique aspect is defined
by an attribute level only present in one alternative in a set. An
Bextended^ aspect is defined as a composition of attribute
levels. For example, an extended unique aspect could be given
by the combination of the attribute levels Bred^ and Bsedan^ in
a choice set of cars, if all other cars have different colors and
are not sedans.

EBA captures a consideration-then-choice process, but
without separately formulating a consideration stage and a
choice stage. Choosing a Bunique^ aspect at any stage of
elimination corresponds to choosing an alternative. Any pre-
ceding elimination stages represent a consideration phase in
which alternatives are eliminated successively based on
whether they exhibit momentarily focal aspects or not. If the
momentarily focal aspect is shared by more than one alterna-
tive, all these alternatives are carried to the next stage and so
on until a unique aspect becomes focal. The number of elim-
ination stages in the consideration phase can differ from one
choice occasion to another, as can the specific sequence of
aspects used for eliminating alternatives. Nested logit and
cross-nested logit models correspond to special cases of pref-
erence trees [79].

These results further clarify the formal relationship be-
tween compensatory and non-compensatory choice models.
These models were previously known to have a common
mathematical representation if we assume no error and con-
sider discrete (or discretized) attributes. In this case, the simple
linear (Bpart-worths^) model is sufficient for representing lex-
icographic, conjunctive, disjunctive, and subset-conjunctive
rules as special cases. In fact, for each of these rules, there
are multiple parameterizations of a linear valuation model that
can represent the same preferences (see [44, 45]). With error,
however, the recent results by Kohli and Jedidi [51] show that
the family of logit models can be represented as special cases
of the extended EBA model.

Kohli and Jedidi [51] discuss identification issues, estima-
tion, statistical testing, and data collection for EBA. Some of
the multinomial, nested, and cross-nested logit models can be
thought as special cases of the extended EBAmodel, and they
suggest the use of likelihood ratio tests, Akaike information
criterion (AIC), and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to
select among these models. Furthermore, Kohli and Jedidi
(2016) illustrate this empirical approach using an application
in which the utilities of alternatives are functions of covariates.

2 Yee et al. [87] refer to an attribute as a feature and emphasize the difference
between aspect and feature. Processing by feature implies that , for example, a
brand was the feature chosen for evaluation first, then an ordering of all the
aspects of that feature would take place before moving on to the next feature
(e.g., price). Processing by aspect assumes that consumers split features into
specific aspects and proceed through the decision process in a binary aspect-
sorting manner. In this way, processing by feature is a special restricted case of
processing by aspect.
3 Lexicographic -by- aspects is a two-stage model with a non-compensatory
decision in the first stage and compensatory decision in the second stage.

4 Tversky [81] distinguishes unique and shared aspects in his original EBA
paper. Moreover, McFadden [55] presents rigorous notions of the uniqueness
of aspects defined over sets.
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The application illustrates the process of building an extended
preference tree, compares the choice processes for a prefer-
ence tree and a nested logit model, and contrasts their market-
ing implications. Interestingly, in their empirical application
related to transportation choices, the implied demand elastic-
ities differ across these related models, suggesting a caution
for researchers not to rely primarily on a standard logit model
to derive marketing implications from different counterfactual
scenarios.

2.2 Utility-Based Non-compensatory Models

Instead of completely abandoning the canonical fully compen-
satory model, some researchers posit a utility-based two-stage
choice decision (e.g., [31, 66]) where consumers first rely on a
non-compensatory rule to narrow the initial pool of alterna-
tives to a consideration or choice set, and then engage in
compensatory decision-making to select the best alternative
from the reduced set. These models can be further classified
into models that are entirely derived from a direct utility func-
tion that consumers maximize subject to an explicit set of
constraints, and models where consumers employ simplifying
heuristics before the constrained maximization that yields the
optimal choice given the reduced set of considered
alternatives.

The simplest type of economic constraint that can motivate
a restricted set of considered brands is a monetary budget
constraint that precludes consumers from choosing a brand
priced above the available budget. For example, a consumer
may not be able to afford a particular home and thus have a
purchase probability of zero for homes beyond his budget,
regardless of the direct utility provided by any particular
home. As a consequence, effective compensation between
the utility provided by a home and its price is only possible
under the set of prices covered by the consumer’s budget. This
is an example of entirely rational, informed consumers mak-
ing choices in a way not covered by the canonical fully com-
pensatory model. However, the model implies preference-
preserving trade-offs between (direct) utility and price upon
relaxing the budget constraint.

It is again useful to distinguish between fully stochastic and
at least partially deterministic models in the context of utility-
based non-compensatory models. Partially deterministic
models put zero probability on certain consideration sets, giv-
en model parameters, and thus may assign a probability of
zero to particular choice outcomes. In contrast, fully stochastic
models support with positive probability all possible choices
from the universe of available alternatives.

Deterministic Early deterministic models propose the use of a
deterministic EBA or EBA-like procedure based on a few
attributes in the first stage to form a consideration set [3, 4,
28, 31]. More recently, Gilbride and Allenby [34] rely on

conjunctive and disjunctive rules and propose a two-stage
model where they specify screening rules and decision struc-
tures without additional error terms in the first stage and a
compensatory choice structure in the second stage. These
screening rules can be conceptualized to arise from constraints
in a model of direct utility maximization, where in addition to
the budget constraint other performance constraints exclude
alternatives from being chosen. A digital camera, for example,
may need to be waterproof in addition to costing less than a
budgeted amount. Screening rules assume that some alterna-
tives are not evaluated, and the associated error terms do not
factor into the model likelihood. In this way, screening rules
function as a hard or binding constraint in the decision pro-
cess. Following the same deterministic structure in the screen-
ing stage, Gilbride and Allenby [35] propose an economic
screening rule, in addition to an EBA model, as the result of
a trade-off between cognitive effort and expected utility.
Extending Gilbride and Allenby [34], Gilbride and Allenby
[35] provide an economic justification (i.e., cognitive cost) for
why a particular attribute is used to screen alternatives.

Finally, recent work [49] suggests that the aspects consumers
screen onmay be low-dimensionalmeta-attributes. Specifically,
consumers may screen on the benefits that a product provides.
For example, a consumer may screen on the cleaning perfor-
mance of a vacuum and not its storage capacity and suction sep-
arately because these two attributes comprise the cleaning per-
formance benefit for this consumer. Identifying both how attri-
butes heterogeneously map to benefits and which benefits are
screened on may require augmenting choice with auxiliary data
on the benefits relevant to consumers.

Stochastic Given consumers’ desire to limit evaluation
costs in decision-making [73], Hauser and Wernerfelt
[39] and Roberts and Lattin [66] propose a two-stage
choice model where a consideration set is conceptualized
as a result of an optimization problem where an alterna-
tive’s expected consumption utility must exceed the men-
tal cost of evaluating it in order to enter the consider-
ation set. Unlike Gilbride and Allenby [35], there is an
error term involved in their consideration utility. With
the exception of Roberts and Lattin [66] that use a stated
measure of consideration and Jedidi et al. [45] that em-
ploy a conjoint experiment, other two-stage models in
this class are applied to scanner panel data (e.g., [5, 21,
74]). Consideration of an alternative—mostly a brand—is
conceptualized to be driven by in-store promotions [2,
60, 74] and previous experience with the alternative
[15]. While the early literature describes the consider-
ation process as an evaluation cost threshold model
(e.g., [39]), some later research takes a memory-based
perspective [27, 59] or a probabilistic perspective—prob-
abilities are constructed for all possible combinations of
consideration sets [5, 21].
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Figure 1 presents the typology of non-compensatory choice
models based on our discussion in this section.

3 Search Vs. Non-compensatory Choice Process

The literature on non-compensatory choice and models of
consumer search share many features, perhaps most saliently
the fact that both describe a situation in which consumers do
not evaluate all available options but rather make their pur-
chase decision from a limited subset of products. Interestingly,
to the best of our knowledge, there is a little linkage between
the two kinds of literature and they are sometimes perceived to
represent fundamentally different paradigms. We argue that
consumer search and non-compensatory choice rules have
much in common and that it is straightforward to view search
models as a micro-foundation for the type of screening rules
employed in non-compensatory choice models. Despite simi-
larities, two apparent differences between the literature on
non-compensatory models and the literature that derives con-
sideration sets from search are that (1) search is typically
modeled at the alternative level whereas non-compensatory
screening rules are based on attributes or aspects and (2)
search models derive search and purchase decisions from an
inherently compensatory utility framework, although empiri-
cal search patterns can look much like non-compensatory
screening rules.

Most models of consumer search assume that the consumer
exhibits uncertainty with respect to one (or more) attribute(s)
of a product (e.g., price or Bfit^) and engages in search to learn
about these attributes (see, e.g., [16, 76, 84] for classic papers;
[39, 42, 48, 56, 66, 70–72] for more recent work).5 Search is
then modeled at the alternative level in the sense that the
consumer needs to pay a cost to search and, upon incurring
this cost, the consumer learns about the previously unknown
attribute(s) of the alternative. Under this set of assumptions, to
save on search costs (which may include cognitive costs),
consumers will not evaluate all alternatives and hence will
make decisions with limited information. The consumer then
makes his purchase decision by picking the product that gives
him the highest utility among the alternatives in his consider-
ation set (i.e., the set of alternatives searched by the
consumer).

Models of search are characterized by a set of assumptions
about the process by which the consumer searches: (1) infor-
mation structure: what is unknown to the consumer initially
but revealed after search and how consumers form expecta-
tions and (2) search process: how the consumer searches the
different options available to him and how he optimally de-
cides to stop searching. Typically, specific assumptions are

imposed with regard to both (1) and (2), but a set of papers
has made progress in identifying some of these components.6

With regard to the second point, two main methods of
searching have been proposed in the literature, namely simul-
taneous and sequential search. Simultaneous search, which is
sometimes also called fixed sample or non-sequential
search—despite its name—does not imply that the consumer
searches all products at the same time. Under simultaneous
search, the consumer pre-commits to searching a specific set
of alternatives and does not stop searching until he has col-
lected the information for all products in his consideration
set—even if he finds a very favorable option early on. The
consumer searches the set of products that gives him the
highest expected benefit net of his search costs among all
possible search sets (see [42, 56, 76]). In contrast, under se-
quential search, the consumer searches one alternative at a
time. After resolving his uncertainty about an alternative, the
consumer decides whether he wants to continue searching or
to stop searching and purchase a product among the products
he has already searched. The consumer searches products in
decreasing order of reservation utility— the utility that equates
the marginal cost and the marginal benefit of a search (see [20,
48, 84]). While most empirical research has made an assump-
tion on the search method consumers use, recent papers have
investigated situations in which consumers’ search methods
are identified (e.g., [19, 43, 70]).

With regard to information structure, it is typically assumed
that consumers are uncertain concerning just one product
characteristic and that this characteristic is independently dis-
tributed across the available options. Independence is neces-
sary for the optimal search rules developed by Weitzman [84]
to be applicable in a sequential search model and lowers the
computational burden in a simultaneous search model.7 The
assumption of independence, however, does not permit con-
sumers to learn across evaluated alternatives.8 The informa-
tion structure regarding what the consumer is searching over is
typically imposed based on the institutional features of the
market. For instance, Honka [42] models search over the price
for insurance contracts, whereas Kim et al. [48] model search
over a Bmatch value^ or Bfit^ in the case of online camcorder
purchases.

Turning to the relationship between search models and
non-compensatory choice models, we note that search models
are compensatory in nature; however, the searched set or con-
sideration set might look much like one arising from a non-
compensatory rule. For instance, suppose a researcher

5 For detailed search literature overviews, see Baye et al. [10] and Ratchford
[64].

6 Our discussion focuses primarily on search models for differentiated goods
rather than on search models for homogeneous goods.
7 For a detailed discussion, see Honka and Chintagunta [43].
8 Learning over the distribution of the unknown alternative has been modeled
(see, e.g., [67]), but learning preferences more broadly (i.e., the consumer
might try to figure out which characteristics he wants a digital camera to have
during his search process) has not been tackled to the best of our knowledge.
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observes that a consumer does not include any compact cars in
his consideration set. The non-compensatory choice frame-
work would describe such exclusion as the result of screening
behavior (i.e., the consumer does not include any compact
cars in his consideration set because these cars have the char-
acteristic of being a compact car). The search framework
would posit that such behavior is consistent with an underly-
ing compensatory utility function. That is, the consumer does
not like compact cars much, but might have considered and
purchased a compact car at an extremely low price. However,
(assuming that search is over price) the likelihood is scant of
finding a price so low as to compensate for the undesired
Bcompact^ feature. Thus, the expected benefit falls short of
the cost of search. Hence, products outside the consideration
set will often include items with characteristics for which the
consumer has little value. For such items, search costs are too
high. Thus, search models can—and in fact are likely to—
generate consideration sets that look much like the ones gen-
erated from a non-compensatory screening rule.

The second key difference is that the search literature has
typically modeled search at the product rather than the
product characteristic level [36, 38, 57, 86]. In other words,
consumers resolve all uncertainty about a product after gath-
ering information about a single product attribute (e.g., price
or Bfit^).9 While this is different from non-compensatory
rules, which tend to be based on multiple attributes or aspects,
the product-centric focus of search models is not a necessary
feature of such models. Instead, to a large extent, the product
focus is due to modeling challenges and the nature of

most search data (often obtained from online browsing) that
do not allow the researcher to observe which product attri-
butes the consumer evaluated during search. However, on a
conceptual level, it is possible to enrich search models by
assuming that consumers have uncertainty over multiple attri-
butes of each product and need to pay a search cost to learn
about an attribute/product pair. A more granular model of
search and information acquisition such as this could give rise
to the development of optimal search rules that involve eval-
uating products on only one attribute first and thus would
provide a micro-foundation for a process that looks like an
attribute-based non-compensatory rule.

In summary, we argue that it is reasonable to view search
models as a micro-foundation for screening rules that appear
non-compensatory in nature. This begs (at least) two questions
that havenotyet beenaddressed.The first question iswhetherwe
can empirically distinguish (i.e., identify) non-compensatory
choice rules fromcompensatorysearchbehavior.Andthesecond
question is for what set of questions does this distinctionmatter?
In other words, would elasticities and other (counterfactual) pre-
dictions differ much under one scenario vs. the other?

4 Identification of Non-compensatory Choice
Processes

We organize the discussion on identification of non-
compensatorymodels in different subsections.We first elaborate
on general principles of identification.We then present a survey
ofempirical strategies related to the identificationofspecificnon-
compensatory models balancing more traditional research with
recent research and venues for further investigation.

9 Some progress in modeling search for multiple product attributes has been
made under the assumption that the characteristics’ distributions are indepen-
dent [70].
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4.1 General Principles

Identification of choice models represented with utility com-
ponents above and beyond the linear additive formulation is a
topic that has attracted a lot of interest in recent years [13].
There are several nuances in the concept of identification. The
first is statistical, stating that a choice model is identifiable
from the data if the mapping between parameters and the
derived multinomial likelihood is one to one. However, these
analytical conditions are not immune to some subtleties. For
instance, two choice models can be separately identifiable but
may produce predicted choice probabilities that are very close
if not the same. This means that quantities relevant to mar-
keters, such as market shares and welfare estimates, may
achieve the same level of likelihood in the dataset but generate
different counterfactuals and managerial implications.

Researchers are then motivated to explore the notion of
identification beyond simple statistical exercises and consider,
for instance, the economic identification of choice models.
Economic identification strategies rely less on a mathematical
process but instead use the variations and patterns in the data
to argue for their consistency with a prescribed model.Model-
free evidence, in particular, has become an important tool
employed by researchers to justify the adoption of complex
choice models based on empirically verifiable patterns of data
and availability of alternatives compatible with data disconti-
nuities. We refer to Reiss [65] for a thorough discussion of
general strategies for model-free evidence and a survey of data
discontinuities comprising exogenous shocks, statistical in-
struments, and natural experiments.10

The same principles also apply in the context of non-
compensatory choice models. Researchers have relied on data
discontinuities (i.e., situational factors affecting screening but
not a choice) or the inclusion of auxiliary data, combining, for
example, primary and secondary data sources, to improve the
identification of choice probabilities.

Nonetheless, there are additional complicationswith both the
statistical and economic identification of non-compensatory
choice probabilities. First, the likelihood function of non-
compensatorymodels is,byconstruction,concentrated incertain
regions of the attributes and parameters space. In other words,
there exist combinations of parameters and attribute configura-
tions where choice probabilities are degenerate: some alterna-
tives achieve a probability of zero (and log-likelihood of minus
infinity, which causes numerical instability). In this case, it may
become difficult to illustrate with model-free evidence the pres-
ence of zero-probability events, especially in large attribute
spaces. Second, the concentrated likelihoods of non-
compensatory models lack smoothness and maybe even lack
(absolute) continuity (i.e., presence of point masses). This, in

turn, may generate important economic implications such as a
kinked demand function and the non-existence of demand elas-
ticities. These aspects of non-compensatory choice models are
not well documented in the literature. This may be in part due to
the common practice of adding an error term to a consideration
utility. Such practice restores smoothness and continuity in the
likelihood but fundamentally violates the notion of a non-
compensatory process. For instance, due to the presence of the
additive error, it may be harder to identify consideration stages
without relying on restrictive parametric assumptions. The lack
of consideration becomes observables only for attributes levels
(affecting the consideration evaluations) that completely over-
whelm the influence of the error term.11

Moreover, while extreme preference coefficients may drive
predicted choice probabilities to zero, the presence of error
terms can ameliorate the identification process when dealing
with large choice sets and mislead when looking for sources-
of-volume calculations. Product categories can have upwards
of hundreds of choice alternatives (e.g., beer, cereal, cars), and
if choice among alternatives is based on models where each
alternative is associated with an error term, the model will not
fit the data well without some way to concentrate the likeli-
hood. Price changes, for example, are watered down inmodels
with an excessive number of error terms because certain real-
izations of errors will generate a positive probability of selec-
tion for every alternative regardless of price. Predictions from
two-stage models that account for all model uncertainty in
both consideration and choice stages, and not just the condi-
tional demand model of the second stage, also suffer from this
problem.

As mentioned earlier, the study of generalized error theo-
ries for non-compensatory choice models has advanced con-
siderably in recent years due to the work of Jedidi and Kohli
[50, 51], but there are several open avenues where identifica-
tion of choice models should be explored. For example,
models of non-compensatory discrete and continuous de-
mand, as well as non-standard notions of complementarities
and substitutability applicable, for instance, to the study of
bundled goods.

The rigorous study of identification processes for non-
compensatory choice models is not a sufficiently explored
domain. Researchers are encouraged to adopt established
tools such as model-free evidence or data fusion approaches
to improve identification from data, but they ought to be care-
ful when relying on standard functional forms for the error
terms shaping the likelihood function of the choice process.
A non-compensatory model can be thought of as Bstructural^
[85] where restrictions imposed on the choice process need to
be motivated by theoretical considerations and cannot be en-
tirely justified by the underlying data.

10 Note that the paradigms illustrated in Reiss [65] are intended for compen-
satory models with standard generalized extreme value errors.

11 See Heckman and Vytlacil [41] for related notions of Bidentification at
infinity.^
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We now turn to a selection of empirical strategies that can
offer further insights about the identification process of non-
compensatory rules.

4.2 Data Fusion Approach

Many utility-based non-compensatory models are implement-
ed using conjoint experiment data [6, 34, 35]. Rather than
accommodating non-compensatory attribute thresholds post
hoc in the model, some have suggested delineating these
thresholds in the initial stages of the choice experiment to
optimize design efficiency [46, 78]. The initial stage of the
Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA) interview process asks
respondents to rank attributes according to the personal im-
portance and also includes an option asking respondents to
identify attribute levels that are unacceptable. Although using
self-explicated screening thresholds to prematurely restrict the
choice experiment design space may be unwise, as individuals
often violate their stated preferences when making actual/
experimental choices [28], research suggests that stated mea-
sures of attribute thresholds can improve choice prediction in
experimental contexts [1]. Rather than estimating the param-
eters governing such latent indicators using only stated choice
data, more recently, researchers have leveraged auxiliary data
such as self-stated consideration of attribute levels collected
from surveys to improve estimation of the screening parame-
ters and to explore relationships between screening and ob-
servable characteristics of the product stimuli [6, 7].

Dehmamy and Otter [26] investigate analytically how
discrete-continuous choice data usefully constrain the choice
between including observed covariates as drivers of consider-
ation or drivers of utility given consideration in a two-stage
model of choice. They also show that including drivers of
consideration in the utility function may result in counter-
intuitive sign reversals such as, for example, negative effects
of the number of facings of a brand on a shelf.

An alternative route to improving identification for non-
compensatory choice models is given by traditional research
in the area of mathematical psychology [80]. The general idea
from these developments is that individuals’ evaluation of
features is reflected in the response time necessary to make
the decision: more complex decision rules may take longer on
average than their heuristic counterparts.12 In this respect,
noteworthy and pioneering is the work by Busemeyer et al.
[17]. They develop an empirical strategy based on attribute
manipulations to test different versions of elimination models
by looking at each model’s implied response times.
Unfortunately, this strategy, to the best of our knowledge,
has never been implemented in an experimental or

observational study despite its plausibility in the presence of
emerging data structures that combine, for example, neuro-
physiological or consumer path-to-purchase measurements
with final choices [61].

There also exists a mathematical treatment of the joint
structure of choice and response times: the Bhorse-race
processes^where choice probabilities are mechanically linked
to hazard rates determining response times [53]. These repre-
sentations appear as an encouraging venue to identify non-
compensatory choice models and test them against their com-
pensatory counterparts, when the interactivity times (i.e., the
time between the different steps of an EBA evaluation) are
partially or entirely observed in addition to the ultimate
choice. Regarding the earlier discussion on statistical identifi-
cation, it is conceivable that two alternative non-
compensatory choice models yield the same predicted choice
probabilities from the data, but that these models can be dis-
tinguished by looking at their response time structures.

Two recent papers have empirically investigated the advan-
tages of combining choice with response times. In a marketing
research setting, Otter et al. [61] advance an integrated model
improving identification of respondent preference for choice
alternatives by accounting for heterogeneity in response times.
Their findings provide consistent support for the endogenous
nature of response times above and beyond the underlying
choice probabilities. Clithero and Rangel [22], justified by
neuroeconomic prescriptions, reinforce these findings by
showing that out-of-sample forecasts of choice probabilities
can be considerably improved by including response times in
an indirect utility model. These two recent developments do
not deal directly with non-compensatory decision processes,
and this leaves room for further development and application
of models of non-compensatory choices complemented by
response times.

Finally, the advent of eye-tracking technology allows re-
searchers to use eye movement data to identify a non-
compensatory choice process [77, 86]. For example, Stüttgen
et al. [77] propose a joint model of search and evaluation (i.e., a
process to determine whether a product is satisfactory or not,
leading up to choice using conjoint experiment data augmented
with eye movement patterns). They show that consumers rely
on a satisficing rule rather than on a utility-maximizing choice
rule. That is, the consumer sequentially evaluates whether a
given product has satisfactory attribute values and stops when
she or he comes across the first satisfactory alternative.
Nonetheless, the authors allow for consumers to continue
searching for the purpose of verification [69].

4.3 Function Restrictions and Aggregate Data

Bentley and Seetharaman [12] argue that the full EBA model
has never been applied to actual market demand data (e.g.,
scanner data) because it requires that consumers face different

12 A complete treatment of the role of response times in identifying the un-
derlying choice architecture is beyond the scope of this paper. We refer the
interested reader to the recent survey by Gaissmaier et al. [30].
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choice sets across choice occasions so that non-IIA switching
patterns among alternatives can be explicitly observed and,
therefore, exploited in the estimation of shared aspects. The
only way to observe different choice sets in scanner data is
when product stock outs occur and are observed. However,
since stock outs are rare, they do not offer enough variation in
choice sets across weeks for practical estimation purposes.
The only recourse to estimating the EBA model was to use
discrete choice experiments where choice set compositions
were systematically varied via survey instruments [9, 11, 35,
68]. Further, the EBA model has difficulty incorporating con-
tinuous, time-varying covariates, such as price, because attri-
butes in Tversky’s original formulation are measured in dis-
crete levels.

Bentley and Seetharaman develop (2016) an EBA model
that allows for the simple and parsimonious inclusion of con-
tinuous, time-varying covariates while retaining the original
EBA’s ability to flexibly allow for unobserved similarities
among alternatives. They show that temporal variation in mar-
keting variables of alternatives (e.g., price, display, feature)
across choice occasions provides choice set variation, and
along with the corresponding substitution patterns, allows
for the identification of the EBA model’s shared aspects.
Thus, these specific versions of the EBA model can be esti-
mated on actual market demand data, rather than requiring the
use of survey techniques.

5 Discussions of Applications and New Research
Perspectives

In light of the different theoretical motivations (i.e., psychol-
ogy, economics) for at least partially non-compensatory
models of choice, it seems clear that the canonical fully com-
pensatory choice model still popular in marketing applications
can only provide a local approximation of consumers’ choice
behavior. Much of the current literature has focused on im-
proving explanations of consumers’ choices, including the
measurement of economic quantities such as price elasticities
and search costs. What we believe is still missing from the
marketing literature is a wider investigation of the implica-
tions of different choice models for optimal marketing and
competitive actions. In a field that is driven by applications
and dependent on providing tools to support actual decisions,
models that are more cumbersome to fit or harder to under-
stand will only be accepted in mainstream applied marketing
research if their implications for optimal actions are shown to
be more sensible than those derived from the compensatory
model. As an example, Sovinsky-Goree [37] investigates
competitive implications of a two-stage choice model where
the consideration set is determined by advertising, and adver-
tising influences demand exclusively in the first stage.

While implications from the canonical compensatory
choice model obviously differ from those obtained from var-
ious non-compensatory models at the individual consumer
level, a largely unexplored question is the aggregation behav-
ior of these models and the resulting implication for aggregate
marketing actions. Much of the current empirical literature on
demand for differentiated goods relies on the mixed logit
model. A logical next step seems to investigate if and how
adopting various non-compensatory model formulations re-
sult in different implications for aggregate pricing, product,
and advertising decisions.

In addition to the application aspect, some researchers are
attempting to conceptualize non-compensatory choice using al-
ternative theoretical perspectives. For example, Wang [83] ar-
gues that even though they allow for preference heterogeneity,
most choice models assume that consumers use the same deci-
sion process. The author proposes imputing belief networks di-
rectly from observed behavior to learn consumer decision-
making processes without having to specify an explicit utility
function. Furthermore, the attribute satiation assumption in
choice modeling proposed by Kim et al. [49] implies that the
utility function is monotone and subadditive. Using a neurosci-
ence perspective, Curry and Wang [24] provide additional sup-
port for subadditivity using biologically oriented primitives
based on the representational capacity of the brain that includes
bounded output states and finite precision. They derive a
subadditive utility function that closelymatches the function de-
rived by Kim et al. [49] using low-dimensional meta-attributes.
Both functions exhibit an endogenous form of non-
compensatory behavior largely unstudied in the extant literature.
This formpostulates that non-compensatory processing is a con-
tinuous but non-homothetic function of a choice option’s overall
utility. Hence, these approaches have the potential to link search
models (with their holistic emphasis on options) and EBA-style
models (with their emphasisonspecificaspectsof theseoptions).

Another area that has been relatively under-explored is the
evolution over time of choice heuristics or search behavior in
dynamic choice settings. Typically, dynamic demand models
for storable goods and durables analyze incentives to delay or
accelerate purchases as a function of current and expected
product prices (or other product/market characteristics such
as new product entry). Clearly, consumer behavior in such
settings depends crucially on the information processed over
time and choice heuristics or search behavior conceivably
change over time as a function of the relevant state variables.
Concretely, in a storable good setting, a consumer might be
less likely to pay attention to prices when he purchased recent-
ly and still has a high inventory of the product. Seiler [71] and
Pires [63] model such dynamic changes in search behavior as
a function of inventory holdings. Haviv [40] analyzes seasonal
changes in search behavior in storable goods markets. To the
best of our knowledge, the role of search in durable goods
markets has not been explored in recent research.
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Despite the extant literature on non-compensatory choice,
more needs to be done to unify different specifications having
been proposed, to better establish rigorous identification strat-
egies from both statistical and economic perspectives, and to
explore further implications of non-compensatory choice on
optimal firm and public policies both at the individual choice
and aggregate market share levels. We hope that this review
will generate more interest in future work in this area.
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